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VTA agrees to ATU Counter-Proposal (December 18, 2018) 

Part B, Section 20 - Transit Radio Dispatchers: 

.5( d) Shift Coverage 

.1) Shifts that become open for less than 14 calendar days will be covered in the following priority 
order: 

1) Offered to TRDs as an overtime opportunity 
2) Offered by rotation to substitute TRDs 
3) Assigned by inverse seniority to substitute TRDs 
4) Assigned by inverse seniority to TRDs 

Primary methods for assigning open shifts/overtime will be as follows : 
1. Awarded to permanent TRDs, as a whole shift, in order ofnumber of shifts worked (from least to 

greatest) from available TRDs; by seniority if number of shifts worked are equal. 
2. Av1arded to permanent TRDs by splitting shift on a voluntary basis (if no offers has been made by bid or 

request, to split the shift, from any permanent TRD PRIOR to offering the shift to the last available 
permanent TRD then av;arding will immediately proceed to substitute TRDs). If one (1) above does not 
result in a whole shift being filled, a split shift may be awarded to volunteer permanent Transit 
Radio Dispatchers. 

3. Awarded to substitute TRDs, as a whole shift, in order of number of shifts worked (from least to 
greatest) from available substitute TRDs; by seniority if number of shifts worked is the same. 

• If an open shift has not been on the schedule/calendar for at least 72 hours then calls must be made to fill 
the shift according to the above methods (any email bids can be granted if it reaches that dispatcher, 
through the primary methods, without a call). 

• Substitute TRDs are only to be used to do TRD work, if there is no permanent dispatcher able/willing to 
do the work. 

• A shift that becomes open 1 hour or less from the start of the shift will be considered short notice for 
purposes of filling the shift, without malting ealls. 

Note: All agreements are tentative pending full agreement on a total package 



VTA Counter-Proposal Part B, Section 20.5(d) 

This agreement is tentative pending ratification of the total package. 
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Robert Escobar 
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Note: All agreements are tentative pending full agreement on a total package 


